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Quote of the Month 
Your resilience and determination to continue the mission during this unprecedented challenge 
is worthy of our nation’s gratitude. I am grateful to be a part of this tremendous team as we 
navigate this difficult time together.  – NASA Administrator Jim Bridenstine (address to NASA 
employees) 
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Launch Success for Long March 5B  
 

 
China’s medium-heavy launch vehicle passed a critical 
test of its own on May 5, with its launch of a test article 
of a next-generation manned spacecraft The Apollo-like 
capsule/service module designed to carry 6 taikonauts 
on deep space missions; the test concluded with a high-
speed reentry on May 8. Long March 5B will be used to 
launch the three modules of China’s next space station 
Tianhe, probably starting early next year. It can loft 
payloads of up to 25 tons to LEO. Another new launcher, 
Long March 7A, failed its first test flight in March.   

Articles and videos: https://spacenews.com/long-
march-5b-rolled-out-for-crewed-spacecraft-
space-station-test-launch/ 

https://spacenews.com/long-march-5b-launch-
clears-path-for-chinese-space-station-project/ 

https://www.space.com/china-long-march-5b-
next-gen-space-capsule-launch-success.html 
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https://www.space.com/china-next-gen-space-
capsule-landing-success.html 

 

Fourth Time’s the Charm 
  

 

 

After three prior models blew their tops in failed pressurization tests, SpaceX’s 
fourth Starship prototype, SN4, passed its pressurization test on April 27, and 
performed a static fire of its single Raptor engine on May 5. The first test flight to a 
target altitude of about 500 feet (150 meters) will follow soon. SpaceX is already 
working on the next Starship prototype, SN5, which will have three Raptor engines 
and the vehicle’s distinctive nose cone section. They plan to fly SN5 to a target 
altitude of about 12 miles (20 kilometers).  

 

Articles and video: https://spacenews.com/starship-passes-key-pressurization-
test/ 

https://www.space.com/spacex-starship-sn4-prototype-pressure-test-
success.html 

https://www.space.com/china-next-gen-space-capsule-landing-success.html
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https://www.space.com/spacex-starship-sn4-engine-static-fire-test.html 

 

Three Teams Make the Artemis HLS Short List 
  

 
NASA announced onApril 30 that it has awarded contracts to SpaceX; a Blue Origin-led so-
called "National Team" that includes partners Lockheed Martin, Northrop Grumman and 
Draper; and Dynetics to design and build a human landing system for the Artemis program. 
The awards were granted under NASA's Next Space Technologies for Exploration Partnerships 
(NextSTEP-2) program; they are fixed-price contracts worth a total of $967 million for 10 
months of work. "This is the first time since the Apollo era that NASA has direct funding for a 
human landing system, and now we have companies on contract to do the work for the 
Artemis program," said NASA Administrator Jim Bridenstine. NASA will work with the three 
teams over the next 10 months. The agency will determine during that period which team(s) 
will perform initial demonstration missions, then tap one or more companies to mature their 
systems and fly additional test missions.  

Articles and videos: https://spacenews.com/nasa-takes-gateway-off-the-critical-
path-for-2024-lunar-return/ 

https://www.space.com/spacex-starship-sn4-engine-static-fire-test.html
https://spacenews.com/nasa-takes-gateway-off-the-critical-path-for-2024-lunar-return/
https://spacenews.com/nasa-takes-gateway-off-the-critical-path-for-2024-lunar-return/
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https://www.space.com/nasa-remove-lunar-gateway-artemis-critical-path.html 

https://spacenews.com/nasa-selects-first-science-payloads-for-lunar-gateway/ 

 

House Members are Unhappy with HLS Awards                                                 

 
 

NASA’s award of lunar lander development contracts won praise from a 

Senate committee, but the leaders of the House Science Committee said they 

remained concerned about NASA’s approach to returning humans to the 

moon. Rep. Eddie Bernice Johnson (D-Texas), chair of the House Science 

Committee, in a May 1 statement, criticized use of commercial partnerships 

for the program. “The multiyear delays and difficulties experienced by the 

companies of NASA’s taxpayer-funded commercial crew program — a 

program with the far less ambitious goal of just getting NASA astronauts back 

to low Earth orbit — make clear to me that we should not be trying to 

privatize America’s Moon-Mars program, especially when at the end of the 

day American taxpayers — not the private companies—are going to wind up 

paying the lion’s share of the costs.” Similar comments from Oklahoma 

congresswoman Kendra Horn. But Sen. Roger Wicker (R-Miss.), chairman of 

https://www.space.com/nasa-remove-lunar-gateway-artemis-critical-path.html
https://spacenews.com/nasa-selects-first-science-payloads-for-lunar-gateway/
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the Senate Commerce Committee, retorts “Making good use of commercial 

partnerships lowers the long-term cost of space exploration, and it allows the 

American aerospace industry to do what it does best — innovate.” 

Article: https://spacenews.com/house-members-criticize-nasa-

lunar-lander-awards/ 
 

Space Force Has a Recruiting Video 
                                                            

 
 

 

“Maybe your purpose on this planet…isn’t on this planet.” Catchy. There’s a 
link to the video, which features the X-37B, in this brief article. 

Article:  https://spacenews.com/space-force-rolls-out-recruitment-video-
maybe-your-purpose-isnt-on-this-planet/ 

https://spacenews.com/house-members-criticize-nasa-lunar-lander-awards/
https://spacenews.com/house-members-criticize-nasa-lunar-lander-awards/
https://spacenews.com/space-force-rolls-out-recruitment-video-maybe-your-purpose-isnt-on-this-planet/
https://spacenews.com/space-force-rolls-out-recruitment-video-maybe-your-purpose-isnt-on-this-planet/
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Russsian ASAT Test and Other Space Force Concerns  
                                                          

 

On April 15, Russia conducted a test of its direct-ascent anti-satellite (DA-ASAT) 

missile system, designed to destroy satellites in LEO. “Russia’s direct-ascent anti-

satellite test provides yet another example that the threats to U.S. and allied space 

systems are real, serious and growing,” said Gen. John Raymond, commander of 

U.S. Space Command and U.S. Space Force Chief of Space Operations. In February 

he had called out Russia for deploying an “inspector” satellite dubbed Cosmos-

2542 that ejected a sub-satellite, Cosmos-2543 that was reportedly chasing USA 

245, a classified imaging satellite owned by the National Reconnaissance Office. 

These satellites “exhibited characteristics of a space weapon, conducted 
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maneuvers near a U.S. government satellite that would be interpreted as 

irresponsible and potentially threatening in any other domain,” he said.   

Articles: https://spacenews.com/u-s-space-command-blasts-russia-for-anti-

satellite-missile-test/ 

https://www.space.com/russia-anti-satellite-missile-test-2020.html 
 

Air Force Looks at Cislunar Space Traffic Monitoring                                                         

 

The Air Force has awarded a Plase 1 small business innovation contract to a team 

of space startups to develop a concept for collecting and managing lunar 

intelligence. The study is led by Rhea Space Activity, a startup based in 

Washington, D.C., which partnered with Saber Astronautics, a company 

headquartered in Australia with U.S.-based operations in Colorado. They will 

propose using a three-dimensional space situational awareness portal to track 

objects and analyze data. The U.S. military’s interest in the lunar domain extends 

beyond the Air Force. The Pentagon’s Space Development Agency has long-term 

plans to develop surveillance satellites to keep an eye on cislunar space. 

https://spacenews.com/u-s-space-command-blasts-russia-for-anti-satellite-missile-test/
https://spacenews.com/u-s-space-command-blasts-russia-for-anti-satellite-missile-test/
https://www.space.com/russia-anti-satellite-missile-test-2020.html
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Article: https://spacenews.com/air-force-eyeing-technology-to-monitor-space-

traffic-near-the-moon/ 
 

 

 

 

CASIS in the Crosshairs as HEOMD Adjusts Strategy  

                                       

 
Less than a year after rolling out a broad strategy for supporting commercial 

activity in LEO, NASA is working to revise that strategy while restructuring its 

management of commercial initiatives. Doug Loverro, NASA associate 

administrator for human exploration and operations, announced on April 20 that 

NASA will create an organization within his mission directorate that combines all 

its commercial work, such as commercial crew and cargo as well as management 

of the Center for the Advancement of Science in Space (CASIS), the nonprofit that 

runs the portion of the ISS designated a national lab. On May 1 The leadership of 

the House Science Committee has asked the GAO to examine CASIS managment, 

https://spacenews.com/air-force-eyeing-technology-to-monitor-space-traffic-near-the-moon/
https://spacenews.com/air-force-eyeing-technology-to-monitor-space-traffic-near-the-moon/
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including whether reforms planned by NASA will be effective. It seems CASIS is still 

not delivering on the potential of the ISS national lab. 

Articles: https://spacenews.com/nasa-adjusting-its-strategy-for-leo-

commercialization/ 

https://spacenews.com/congress-asks-for-gao-investigation-of-iss-national-lab/ 

 
 

FAA Commercial Space Office Completes 
Reorganization 

                            

In an April 3 memo, Wayne Monteith, associate administrator for commercial space 

transportation at the FAA, said the reorganization of the Office of Commercial Space 

Transportation, or AST, had just been completed as it also works to finalize streamlined launch 

regulations intended to accommodate a growing number of commercial launches. “Since 

2012, licensed activities increased 1,000% and AST’s budget and staffing increased roughly 40 

percent,” he wrote. “Moreover, we are now looking at another potential increase of 100-500% 

in commercial launch activity by 2021 while our staff may only increase about 20 percent.” 

Work on the revised launch and reentry regulations, reviewing extensive public input to a draft 

rule published a year ago. “This extraordinary effort alone consumes, at any given time, about 

https://spacenews.com/nasa-adjusting-its-strategy-for-leo-commercialization/
https://spacenews.com/nasa-adjusting-its-strategy-for-leo-commercialization/
https://spacenews.com/congress-asks-for-gao-investigation-of-iss-national-lab/
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20-40 percent of our workload capacity,” he wrote, but said AST remained on schedule to 

publish a final rule in the fall. As part of the reorganization, AST also now has an office 

dedicated to spaceports. 

Articles: https://spacenews.com/faa-commercial-space-office-completes-

reorganization/ 

https://spacenews.com/faa-establishes-spaceport-office-to-support-growing-

number-of-launch-sites/ 

 
  

Historic First Comsat Servicing Mission 
Successful 

                            

 

The first commercial satellite servicing mission has been declared a success, 
after the Intelsat 901 (IS-901) communications satellite returned to work 
providing internet connectivity. Northrop Grumman’s MEV-1 rendezvoused 
with the 19-year-old comsat in February with an extra load of fuel, and will 
now spend five years attached to IS-901 to extend that satellite's service life. 
After the contract ends, MEV-1 will steer the old satellite to a safe orbit, 

https://spacenews.com/faa-commercial-space-office-completes-reorganization/
https://spacenews.com/faa-commercial-space-office-completes-reorganization/
https://spacenews.com/faa-establishes-spaceport-office-to-support-growing-number-of-launch-sites/
https://spacenews.com/faa-establishes-spaceport-office-to-support-growing-number-of-launch-sites/
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detach, and join up with a different satellite to provide the same services. 
MEV-1 should be able to partner with satellites for a total of 15 years, 
according to a previous NG statement. Northrop Grumman is planning to 
launch a second mission-extension vehicle later this year, which will also aid 
an Intelsat satellite. 

 

Articles and video: https://spacenews.com/intelsat-901-satellite-with-mev-1-
servicer-attached-resumes-service/ 

https://www.space.com/ailing-intelsat-satellite-revived-by-mev-1-mission-
success.html 

China Now Has a Space Resouces Utilization Company 
                     

 

Chinese startup Origin Space describes itself as China’s first company dedicated to 

the exploration and utilization of space resources. The company raised $7 million 

in October in angel round funding; now it has signed a contract with a satellite 

maker for development of an optical space telescope as a step toward identifying 

https://spacenews.com/intelsat-901-satellite-with-mev-1-servicer-attached-resumes-service/
https://spacenews.com/intelsat-901-satellite-with-mev-1-servicer-attached-resumes-service/
https://www.space.com/ailing-intelsat-satellite-revived-by-mev-1-mission-success.html
https://www.space.com/ailing-intelsat-satellite-revived-by-mev-1-mission-success.html
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suitable asteroids for mining. It signed the deal April 10 with DFH Satellite Co., Ltd., 

a subsidiary of China Spacesat Co. Ltd., which is ultimately owned by the China 

Aerospace Science and Technology Corp. (CASC), the state-owned main contractor 

for China’s space programs. No details of the space telescope, named ‘Yang Wang-

1’ (roughly ‘Look up-1’), nor the deal itself have been divulged. SpaceNews reports 

that launch is tentatively scheduled for 2021. The first part of their business plan 

(space telescopes for prospecting) looks a lot like Planetary Resources.  

 

Article: https://spacenews.com/chinese-space-resource-utilization-firm-origin-

space-signs-deal-for-space-telescope/ 

 
 

Virgin Galactic Makes First Test Flight from 
Spaceport America 

                     

                                      

SpaceShipTwo arrived with WhiteKnightTwo at Spaceport America in February to 

begin a final series of glide and powered test flights before starting commercial 

https://spacenews.com/chinese-space-resource-utilization-firm-origin-space-signs-deal-for-space-telescope/
https://spacenews.com/chinese-space-resource-utilization-firm-origin-space-signs-deal-for-space-telescope/
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operations. It completed the first of these flights, another unpowered glide test, 

on May 1. Pilots Dave Mackay and CJ Sturckow performed maneuvers during the 

glide test to compare the vehicle’s performance against earlier tests. They and the 

rest of the flight team also used the flight to familiarize themselves with 

operations in the New Mexico airspace. Previously announced plans for beginning 

commercial flights in mid-2020 have obviously been blown up by the pandemic – 

but how close are they? 

  

Article: https://spacenews.com/spaceshiptwo-makes-first-flight-from-spaceport-

america/ 

 
 

UAE Joins Russia’s Mars Analog Mission 
                                                          

 

The United Arab Emirates looks like it’s serious about Mars. The UAE sent its first 

astronaut to space for a week last fall, and will launch its first Mars probe this 

summer; the country's next astronaut mission will be an eight months long 

https://spacenews.com/spaceshiptwo-makes-first-flight-from-spaceport-america/
https://spacenews.com/spaceshiptwo-makes-first-flight-from-spaceport-america/
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simulated Mars mission in a test facility within Moscow’s Institute of Biomedical 

Problems. Out of six would-be astronauts who will live in isolation and work on 

science and technology projects that could benefit a crewed mission to Mars, one 

will hail from the UAE. The analog mission is scheduled to begin in November and 

continue through July 2021. It is the first major project under the purview of the 

Mars 2117 Project, by which the UAE aims to eventually plant the first colony on 

Mars. 

 

Articles: https://www.space.com/uae-selecting-crew-for-mars-analog-

mission.html 

https://www.space.com/35817-uae-city-on-mars-2117-project.html 
  

GAO Says NASA Cost Overrruns are Bad and 
Getting Worse 

                                                          

 

The annual assessment of NASA’s major projects by the Government 
Accountability Office, released April 29, found that, for the third year in a 
row, the average cost overrun on those projects had increased. Those 
projects, which include missions and other programs with a total cost of at 

https://www.space.com/uae-selecting-crew-for-mars-analog-mission.html
https://www.space.com/uae-selecting-crew-for-mars-analog-mission.html
https://www.space.com/35817-uae-city-on-mars-2117-project.html
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least $250 million, have suffered an average cost increase of 30.9%, 
compared to 27.6% in last year’s report and 15.6% in 2017. The biggest 
contributor to the cost growth is NASA’s exploration programs, including 
the SLS, Orion, and their associated ground systems. Of the $1.6 billion in 
net additional cost growth identified by GAO in the report, $1.3 billion 
comes from those programs.The report warned of more overruns to come. 
“The cost performance of NASA’s portfolio of major projects continues to 
deteriorate for the third consecutive year and both cost and schedule 
performance are expected to worsen when NASA announces a new 
schedule for the Artemis I mission.” Humans back on the moon by 2024? 
Not unless NASA can start doing better than this. 

 

Article: https://spacenews.com/gao-warns-of-continued-cost-growth-on-
nasa-exploration-programs/ 
 

It’s Alive! 

                                                           

https://spacenews.com/gao-warns-of-continued-cost-growth-on-nasa-exploration-programs/
https://spacenews.com/gao-warns-of-continued-cost-growth-on-nasa-exploration-programs/
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Using data from NASA's Lunar Reconnaissance Orbiter (LRO), researchers 
have discovered a number of ridges with exposed bedrock, free of lunar 
regolith, or powdery lunar "soil," spread across the moon's nearside 
surface. These ridges, speckled with boulders, could be evidence that, not 
too long ago, tectonic activity broke apart the moon's surface. Peter 
Schultz, a professor in Brown University's Department of Earth, 
Environmental and Planetary Sciences and co-author of a new study 
describing the findings, says "There's this assumption that the moon is long 
dead, but we keep finding that that's not the case. From this paper, it 
appears that the moon may still be creaking and cracking — potentially in 
the present day — and we can see the evidence on these ridges." 

 

Article: https://www.space.com/moon-ridges-regolith-recent-tectonic-
activity.html 

 

Many Space Startups are Ineligible for Coronavirus 
Relief Loans 

                                                           

 

https://www.space.com/moon-ridges-regolith-recent-tectonic-activity.html
https://www.space.com/moon-ridges-regolith-recent-tectonic-activity.html
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In an April 29 letter sent to Treasury Secretary Steven Mnuchin, Office of 

Management and Budget acting director Russell Vought and the head of the Small 

Business Administration Jovita Carranza, industry groups representing space and 

other technology sectors are asking the U.S. government to change rules that 

make many startups ineligible to receive Small Business Administration loans to 

help pay workers during the coronavirus crisis. The groups claim that hundreds of 

U.S. startups have been disqualified from loan programs — created under the 

Coronavirus Aid, Relief, and Economic Security (CARES) Act and the Paycheck 

Protection Program — because of the way the SBA defines “small business.” 

Article: https://spacenews.com/small-business-administration-rule-disqualifies-

many-space-startups-from-coronavirus-relief-loans/ 

 

https://spacenews.com/small-business-administration-rule-disqualifies-many-space-startups-from-coronavirus-relief-loans/
https://spacenews.com/small-business-administration-rule-disqualifies-many-space-startups-from-coronavirus-relief-loans/
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That’s All Folks  
 


